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dmission Control (AC) has historically been associat-
ed with telephony services. AC has also been pro-
posed, by various parties (see e.g., [1, 2]), as

necessary to support a full range of Quality of Service (QoS)
based services for ATM and IP networks. The economic value
of AC for services is difficult to evaluate using current litera-
ture on AC theory which is typically focused on specific algo-
rithms. Implementing AC functions for those services comes
with costs (e.g., requirements for support of additional signal-
ing protocols) and scalability constraints, however the benefits
are typically stated as meeting a service requirement, rather
than justifying that requirement. 

This purpose of this article is to provide:
• A simple introduction to the key concepts (particularly

the rationale) for those new to AC
• A perspective that enables a higher level of abstraction in

considering the objectives and mechanisms of proposed
AC schemes

• A particular emphasis on the breadth of considerations
that may be involved in AC decisions
The existence and characteristics of an AC scheme are ele-

ments of a broader network service definition. In comparing
AC schemes, most of the existing literature is focused narrowly
on the performance of one or more specific resource manage-
ment algorithms in the context of a specific protocol or service.
The objectives and characteristics of a “good” AC scheme
depend on the service definition. In evaluating practical AC
systems, we should also consider the effects of errors (or fail-

ures) in AC, not just the efficiency metrics. Most existing AC
systems consider a single unicast session as an atomic construct,
although AC schemes have also been proposed for multicast [3]
and anycast [4] network services, and many services require
multiple sessions with different types of information flows (e.g.,
combinations of media and control flows). For this article, we
consider primarily the single session case and assume that more
complex services can be constructed from this. 

AC is not a new subject; there exists a significant base of
literature and continuing research in this field. By its nature
though, most such literature is typically very specific to the
particular network protocols and application scenarios being
considered. The main contribution of this article is to summa-
rize (in Table 1 and Table 2) an ontology that collects the
major characteristics of AC schemes. This ontology is support-
ed through the examination of existing related taxonomies. I
provide additional support for the ontology through consider-
ation of the linkage of AC with the capacity planning process-
es, examination of the application in typical core and access
network architectures, and consideration of the factors
involved in scaling up AC as an IP network function for large-
scale, multi-service, Wide-Area Networks (WANs). Additional
aspects of the ontology including service mix, AC granularity
and topological considerations are discussed. This section also
provides some consideration of the impact on AC of resource
modeling issues and administrative policy aspects. A brief
summary is provided as a conclusion, with the major results
presented in Table 1 and Table 2. 
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PRIOR WORK ON AC ONTOLOGIES

Existing AC classification efforts have largely focused on the
characteristics and performance of AC schemes as resource
management algorithms. I consider the literature regarding
admission control in ATM networks. I also consider some of
the key differences introduced in IP networks. I introduce the
AC concepts associated with mobility. I consider AC in con-
trast to Media Access Control and congestion control respec-
tively. The relationship between accounting and AC is
identified. How these schemes approach the problem of AC is

summarized in Table 2, but this article also has a particular
focus on the rationale and the “Who? What? When? Where?
Why?” aspects of AC are summarized in Table 1. 

AC IN ATM NETWORKS

ATM signaling and routing (e.g., PNNI) supports a notion of
Generic Call AC, with implementation-specific algorithms in
various ATM switches. Perros et al. [5] classified ATM Call
AC schemes into 5 groups based on the underlying aspect of
traffic theory utilized in the AC algorithm:

nTable 1. The who, what, when, where and why of admission control in IP networks.

Who? What? When? Where?
Why? Aspects Dimensions Examples/Considerations

Who makes the admission
decision?

Customer Calling vs called party

Network operator(s) Which one?

What is the admission
decision that is made?

Effect on This Service Instance Accept/ Discard/Remark this instance

Impact on other services
Pre-emption (of an existing instance),
Reduced resource availability
May depend on the active Service mix

Accounting data effects

Where is the accounting data collected — network core/network
edge (sender/ receiver side)?

How precise/approximate is the accounting data?

When is the accounting data retrieved/presented? — real-
time/non-real-time

What are the collected data elements? — duration, volume, node
resources (e.g. QoS class, conference bridge ports), distance

Who pays for the resource usage? — calling party, called party,
3rd party, etc. 

Indication of decision result Implicit/explicit, with or without parameters

Topological scope Node/link, Network (defined by technology or administration),
End-end, Mobile (One/Adjacent/All nodes)

Decision granularity Packet, Burst, Flow, Session, aggregate

When is the admission
decision made?

Reservation type Instantaneous, advance

Decision duration Valid for Session duration, revocable decisions — preemption

Session timing characteristics Session duration, session arrival/ departure rates/distribution etc.

Trigger events User events, Mobility events, Network events (e.g. faults), time-
outs

Where is the admission
decision made?

Centralized Application? network? customer?

Distributed across network elements, operators, technologies

Why is the admission
decision made?

Network Resource Management Congestion avoidance, detailed/dynamic resource allocation, ser-
vice interaction, transient overload avoidance.

Application Requirement/Service
Definition inelastic application constraints, accounting data events required

Security Application integrity, administrative controls on access
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• Equivalent Capacity
• Heavy Traffic Approximation
• Upper bounds on Cell Loss Probability
• Fast Buffer/Bandwidth Allocation
• Time Windows

These 5 groups provide different approaches to statistical
modeling of the source traffic and/or system state. As such
they are summarized in Table 2 as examples of traffic source
models or systems state/capacity models that are inputs to the
admission decision. Most of the AC schemes in the literature
focus on loss as a performance metric, even though ACs are
typically considered most relevant for latency sensitive real-
time services. Loss as a decision criterion is also listed in
Table 2 as an aspect of the admission decision mechanisms.
Elsayed et al. [6] classified the ATM CAC schemes based on
whether the acceptance criteria were based on:

• Cell loss probability
• Cell delay

ATM AC schemes were classified by Shiomoto et al. [7]
based on whether:
• The switch model was bufferless (Rate Envelope Multi-

plexing) or not (Rate Sharing Multiplexing)
• The evaluation is of Cell Loss Rate (CLR) or effective

Bandwidth
• The method uses a declared traffic descriptor only or

measurements (whether of traffic sources or network
state) as well
Effective bandwidth as a decision criterion is also listed in

Table 2 as an aspect of the admission decision mechanisms,
and buffered or bufferless models are reflected there as an
aspect of the system state/capacity modeling. The measure-
ment rather than specification of parameters for traffic or sys-

nTable 2. Aspects of How the Admission Decision is Made.

How? Aspects Dimensions Examples/Considerations

Service models

Service definitions/objectives Unicast/multicast/anycast, service specific resources, service instance
parameters

Service Security Effect of excessive service requests? qualification of service users?

Service mix interactions Service mix definition, service isolation vs resource sharing permitted

Service planning assumptions Creation/deletion/modification of service definitions, infrastructure
capacity planning assumptions

Admission decision
input parameters

System Context Assumptions
Implicit/explicit parameters, capacity planning assumptions, protocol lay-
ers considered, latency assumptions, price/cost structures, resource type
managed (buffers/bandwidth/flow IDs etc.), service models

(Implicit vs.) Measured vs. Specified
parameters

Precision, accuracy, frequency of measurement, measurement of what?
— network state or traffic activity

Traffic source models

Implicit/explicit parameters, Rate limited, Leaky bucket constrained,
Stochastic (well characterized distributions, Long Range Dependent,
heavy tailed approximations) Traffic source behavioral (e.g. TCP), effec-
tive/equivalent capacity models symmetric/asymmetric, elastic/inelastic

System state/capacity models 

Time continuous/sampled, granularity (uniform/non-uniform, aggre-
gate/per user), designed aggregation ratio, rate adaptation., topology
considerations, open loop vs. closed loop models of system state, buffer-
ing vs. bufferless models

Admission decision
mechanisms

Explicit user-network signaling
User provided: Explicit parameters,
Acceptance/acknowledgement of charges
Network Provided: Results of admission decision

Signaling internal to a distributed
admission control system

Aggregation of results across: Link/node, network, service; Closed loop
feedback of system state information

Decision criteria Loss, latency, user priority, effective/equivalent bandwidth 

Admission decision
performance

Network performance metrics Utilization, Loss, Prob. of excessive denials, network costs (including cost
of AC functionality)

Service performance metrics Service blocking probability, Fairness of instances within service class,
Prob. of invalid admission

Service mix performance Size of admissible region, Fairness across services

Algorithm performance Robustness, Computational load, Predictability



tem state information is also listed in Table 2 as another
aspect of the input parameters to the admission decision. 

AC IN IP NETWORKS

Internet traffic is generally grouped into elastic vs. inelastic
applications. While AC is typically considered for inelastic
applications it can also be applied to elastic applications. For
example, several authors have considered the capacity require-
ments and AC schemes related to TCP (see e.g., [8–10]).
Some further discussion of the relationship between
elastic/inelastic applications and AC is provided later. 

Early approaches for AC within IP networks [11] provided
similar notions of AC to ATM networks, but used RSVP and
considered the role of policy-based network control mecha-
nisms. Berg & Mandjes [12] separated AC schemes into Static
and Measurement-Based AC (MBAC) schemes. They point
out that while the work on static AC algorithms is relatively
mature, most of these schemes address only a single service
class and few address the problem of integrated networks sup-
porting multiple service classes. 

Work on MBAC has can be categorized into schemes
resident in the network and managed by the network opera-
tor (see e.g., [13]) or to an emerging notion [14] of “End
Point” Admission Control (EPAC) schemes, where the mea-
surements are made by the user of the network. In EPAC,
the host makes some measurements of network capacity and
uses that information to infer network capacity before mak-
ing a decision to commence an additional session. These
measurements are typically achieved by having the end
points send probe packets through the network in an effort
to infer the current state of the network. Of particular con-
cern with these measurement approaches are the accuracy,
precision and temporal stability of the measurements made.
Measurements made within the network by the network
operator may be improved by dedicated instrumentation
and knowledge of the network infrastructure. The EPAC
systems trade some potential measurement performance
degradation for independence from the network operator.
Where earlier work had largely focused on the network
operator as providing the AC function, EPAC raises the
option of a customer endpoint providing the function and
this is reflected in Table 1 under the rubric of “Who makes
the admission decision.” 

AC IN A MOBILE CONTEXT

Single service mobile systems also face the need to re-evaluate
admission decisions as the user moves and the session is hand-
ed off across different infrastructure. Some mobile systems
use a cell-occupancy approach to AC where the arrival and
departure and handoff events are characterized on a per cell
basis i.e., the system state model is constructed in terms of
call arrivals, departures and handoffs into and out of a cell,
but irrespective of location. Spatial mobility approaches to AC
for mobile systems model the user location as it moves
between cells (i.e., the system state model includes concepts
of the infrastructure topology and the potential user trajecto-
ry). Spatial uniformity considers whether the system state
models are homogeneous or heterogeneous. Jain & Knightly
[15], proposed the taxonomy of mobile AC algorithms shown
below:
• Cell Occupancy Allocation

–Uniform
–Non-Uniform
* Aggregate
* Per user

• Spatial Mobility
–Non-Uniform
* Aggregate
* Per user
The cell occupancy vs. spatial mobility is reflected in Table

1 as an example of topological scope — whether the mobile
device is admitted to only one fixed infrastructure node, or
has a claim on the resources of other nodes as well. The uni-
form/non-uniform and aggregate/per user dimensions are
examples of granularity considerations associated with the sys-
tem state/capacity model and its associated decision parame-
ters in Table 2. While most of the AC work in mobility is
related to handoffs between fixed infrastructure, there are
other forms of mobility that could also have implications for
an AC scheme (e.g., session handover between different ter-
minals, nomadic access from different fixed locations). 

AC VS. MAC

AC and Media Access Control (MAC) protocols appear to be
different solutions to related problems of resolving conflicts in
resource requests. Like AC mechanisms, MAC protocols are
typically evaluated in terms of their fairness, efficiency, and
simplicity in supporting decentralized implementations etc.
MAC protocols may be classified as channelizing (where the
MAC protocols recognize the existence of more than one iso-
lated communications channels) or non-channelizing, where
the latter may have either randomized (e.g., CDMA) or deter-
ministic (e.g., polling) sequence preferences. These options
are summarized in Fig. 1. 

Consider the similarity in the concepts here with the
notions of service isolation and sharing implied in the IP net-
work service concepts of service isolation and sharing. The
deterministic/randomized preferences are simply different
mechanisms to support sharing of the resource. The service
isolation vs. sharing concept is captured in Table 2 under the
heading of the service definition- an aspect of the service
model. 

AC VS. CONGESTION CONTROL

Some AC schemes can be considered a form of congestion
control-usually congestion avoidance rather than congestion
recovery. Control systems are typically classified as open-loop
or closed-loop, where closed-loop control systems have some
form of feedback loop providing a measurement of the cur-
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nFigure 1. MAC protocol taxonomy.
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rent system state and open-loop control systems do not.
Open-loop control systems are simpler, but less sensitive to
the dynamics of the system under control. In the closed-loop
case, the feedback information can be an explicit message or
implied in some other system behavior — e.g., the delay in an
Acknowledgment. The feedback information can also be pro-
vided globally i.e., from a destination to the source, or locally.
The feedback signal may also be persistent (i.e., available con-
tinuously) or responsive (i.e., available only in response to
some event). MBAC and EPAC systems are closed-loop sys-
tems with measurements of network state. Yang et al. [16]
proposed the taxonomy for congestion control schemes based
on a control theory approach shown below:
• Open-Loop Control

–Source Control
–Destination Control

• Closed-Loop Control
–Implicit Feedback (e.g., through other actions)
–Explicit feedback (e.g., signaled)
* Persistent (global)
* Responsive
•Global
•Local
The open/closed loop algorithm choice is reflected in

Table 2 as part of the system state model, and as an internal
signaling mechanism for system state information (in the case
of closed loop control). The source/destination control is an
example of “who makes the admission decision” in Table 1 —
where source/destination are types of customers of the net-
work and generally referred to as calling vs. called parties in
PSTN nomenclature. The implicit/explicit nature of feedback
associated with closed loop control is reflected in Table 2 as
options for both an indication of the decision result and as
well as options for decision input parameters such as system
state models and traffic source models. The persistence of
explicit feedback is an example of a time continuous “system
state/capacity model” as identified in Table 2. 

ACCOUNTING AND AC

AC functions are part of the service definition at the interface
between the user and the network. For commercial networks,
AC decisions are typically treated as billable events for exter-
nal users. Because billing is a use of AC decisions, the
accounting model places some requirements on the structure
of a viable AC scheme. In addition, the accounting model is
relevant to the AC scheme because:
• Pricing mechanisms based on accounting data may involve

the user in the AC decision (e.g., Faulkner et al. [17])
• Internal resource allocation between services may drive

cost allocations
• Accounting information relevant to cost allocation and

pricing models may be used in AC decisions. 
Accounting policies may be considered as closed (fixed) or

open (able to be extended). The accounting taxonomy of
Kouadio & Pooch [18] provides a perspective on some of the
information flows relevant to admission decisions:
• Interactivity

–User input
–Provider centric

• Network protocols
–Diffserv (no reservation)

* Unicast
* Multicast
–IntServ (reservation)
* Unicast
* Multicast

• Policy scope
–Closed policy
–Open policy

• Data collection sources
–Core network
–Network edge

• Sender side
• Receiver side
• Data Collection Methods

–Precise
–Approximate

• Collected Data Elements
–Duration
–Volume
–Node Resources (e.g., QoS class, buffer space, media
adaptation, conference bridge ports)
–Distance
The accounting data provides some reflection of the actual

usage of network resources. Some charging models may
reflect additional aspects of resource usage such as time of
day or network status. A pricing model associates prices with
that resource usage. In a multi-service IP network, a pricing
model provides a means for comparison between services. The
accounting data collected in Table 1 is an example of an
admission decision effect, (although it may also be of interest
for studies of network and service performance) and includes
dimensions such as the collected data elements, the collection
methods and the data sources. The interactivity dimension is
an aspect of “who makes the admission decision” — the cus-
tomer or the network in Table 1. The network protocols
options are not recorded directly in Table 1, but specific pro-
tocols do provide constraints on the admission decision input
parameters in Table 2. The accounting policy scope can also
be considered as reflected in the admission decision scope in
Table 1. The generation of accounting data is also noted in
Table 1 as a potential rationale for AC when required as part
of the application or service definition. 

NETWORK CONTEXT FOR AC DECISIONS

From the ontology developed in Table 1 and Table 2, it can
be seen that there is a very broad range of considerations
involved in AC schemes. Evaluation of AC schemes, whether
for design or deployment should also consider the network
context and service objectives that provide the commercial
rationale to justify the realization of the AC functionality, and
which therefore provide some perspective to prioritize the rel-
ative importance of the dimensions identified in Table 1. 

Although Table 1 provides a broad perspective on AC, AC
is often associated with the topic of resource management and
more particularly with notions of congestion avoidance and
capacity management. For large-scale networks, the capacity
planning and network upgrade process provides an opera-
tional and service context for AC. Protocol specific studies
(See e.g., 6], 7]) of AC in WAN protocols such as ATM pro-
vide some guidance, but it is not always easy to extract the AC
principles from the protocol specifics. I provide an overview
of the linkages between capacity planning and AC. Conges-
tion avoidance is typically considered over much shorter
timescales than capacity management and is fairly well under-
stood within the context of the admission decision input

1 The ITU-T has a standardization effort on AC as part of its QoS work
under the Next Generation Network Standardization initiative, see e.g.,
http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/ngn/index.phtml
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parameters and admission decision performance dimensions
of Table 2. 

To further explore the network context of AC, example
network architectures drawn from industry standards are
introduced, and some options for the application of AC in
these examples are then considered. 

Many studies on AC focus on AC in the context of a single
link or a simple LAN environment (see e.g., [19, 20]). A num-
ber of issues arrive in scaling services from LAN to WAN,
and some of these impact AC. AC schemes based on resource
management must have mechanisms to acquire knowledge of
the available resources to be managed. I provide an overview
of these practical scaling concerns, and how they might impact
the AC considerations. 

CAPACITY PLANNING AND AC

AC is one element of network functionality to be considered
in the network capacity planning process. From this perspec-
tive, AC is primarily concerned with avoiding the case of net-
work overload. From this perspective, AC can be used to
maintain acceptable service levels while deferring upgrades —
essentially permitting the network to operate at a capacity
below that required for satisfying peak demand. This may be
of particular interest to the operator in cases where the time
to upgrade the infrastructure is significant, or where the
nature of the service is particularly “bursty” — e.g., due to a
transient focused overload event. 

Figure 2 illustrates this region where the AC scheme has
an operational value in protecting against overloads. Operat-
ing at a capacity level of average demand would result in
denial of service for 50 percent of demand. Providing capacity
for peak demand results in excess (underutilized) capacity.
Network capacity planning procedures typically target some
high percentile of demand to provide a commercial service.
Capacity planning has resource modeling issues similar to AC
(refer to section 0) albeit on a longer timescale. As a practical
matter, the provision of capacity is often only possible in rela-
tively large quanta, resulting in a discrete capacity profile over
time. 

As an operational consideration in capacity planning, AC
is one element in the trade-off between the cost savings asso-
ciated with the deferral of capacity installation and the risk of
demand exceeding capacity. The service is assumed to be such
that there is benefit from denying excess demand — generally
to avoid service degradation to either incremental demand or
to the aggregate demand. Figure 3 illustrates this role of AC
in the selection of the operating point for the network. Where
the demand is very bursty (i.e., the CDF of demand has a long
tail), AC provides a mechanism to support satisfactory ser-
vices with capacity at levels significantly lower than peak
demand. 

There are costs associated with the provision of an AC
function in the network. There are also costs associated with

customer dissatisfaction. With an AC scheme, the number of
dissatisfied customers rises linearly above the operating capac-
ity limit as those customers requesting additional network ser-
vices are denied access. In the absence of an AC scheme,
excess demand above the operating capacity limit results in
degraded service for the aggregate demand i.e., all customers
suffer degraded service. 

These costs and benefits of AC are be summarized finan-
cially in a business case similar to that shown in Eq. 1 where
Rnew is any new revenue enabled by the AC function, SCapital
and SOperations are the cost savings from capital deferments and
operations efficiencies, CAC is the cost of the AC function and
T is the threshold for the minimum acceptable return from
the investment in AC.

Rnew + SCapital + SOperations – CAC > T (1)

If we focus on the potential savings from deferring investment
(as the other factors depend on other actions well beyond
AC) this can be reduced to Eq. 2

SCapital – CAC > T (2)

For a deferred capital investment, SCapital is the interest on the
capital over the period of deferment. Equation 3 captures this
for the case of simple interest (i) over a deferment period (t). 

SCapital = i ⋅ t ⋅ Capital (3)

Combining Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 and rearranging, we can generate
Eq. 4 which provides some insight into a constraint on the
ratio of the capital cost of the admission control function to
the capital cost of the network equipment being deferred.

(4)

While commercial network operators would likely use more
sophisticated financial models, this simple approach is useful to
illustrate some of the sensitivities. For most enterprises, the
interest rate (i) and the investment hurdle rate (T/Capital) are
determined by external factors. A deferment-structured busi-
ness case for AC would then become more viable if the defer-
ment period for the network capital investment is longer. High
growth networks would be less likely to support a longer defer-
ment and so would find AC to be less viable. Increased com-
plexity (and therefore cost) in the admission control function
would require an ability to defer the investment longer. Net-
work growth, however, is unlikely to be constant; an S-shaped
logistic curve a more typical representation of rapid initial
deployment eventually constrained as deployment saturates. 

i t
T
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nFigure 2. Capacity planning and AC.
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One might assume that postulates (e.g., Reed’s “law,” Met-
calf’s “law”) of increased value from network size effects
might facilitate significant Rnew to support the deployment of
additional functionality, but this is unlikely in typical commer-
cial environments. If we consider a simple subscription based
revenue model, then Rnew only increases with O(n). A usage
based model might capture a slightly higher level of revenue
and recent work [21] has proposed O(n log(n)) as the appro-
priate growth curve for the value increase associated with net-
work effects. 

While this brief analysis indicates that there may be some
ways to value AC from a capacity planning perspective, this is
not the only relevant perspective and AC may be required for
other purposes as described elsewhere in this article. In par-
ticular, it may be required as an inherent aspect of a service
definition, or for ensuring service isolation between services in
a QoS enabled network. 

EXAMPLE WAN NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

In WAN networks it is common practice to distinguish
between core and access networks, but an end-end AC scheme
must be able to operate across both environments. Access net-
works are typically required to support the full
range of the service mix (e.g., both elastic and
inelastic traffic types — refer section IV. A)
whereas the service may be groomed onto differ-
ent (isolated) infrastructures in the core. 

Example Core Network Architecture — Several
emerging industry architectures1 (e.g., [22]) pro-
pose a bandwidth management function to per-
form the Admission Control decision, and
commercial products are emerging to match
these architectures (see e.g., [23]). A SIP session
in this architecture may be negotiated between
the Customer Premise Equipment and the call
agent or SIP proxy. The call agent relies on the
bandwidth manager to perform the resource
management function of deciding whether suffi-
cient capacity exists. The decision may be com-
municated up to the call agent to respond to the
user, and/or be pushed down to the network ele-
ments as a policy change. 

This creates several challenges, as, for exam-
ple, the AC scheme must be aware of the
resources available in the network (including
resources reserved for failure protection). The set

of network resources is not entirely static as nor-
mal operational actions will remove capacity
temporarily for maintenance and add new capac-
ity for growth. Any AC scheme considering the
distributed nature of multi-operator Next Gener-
ation Networks (NGNs), will require careful
design to avoid issues such as deadlock/livelock
[24] due to the interactions of the different enti-
ties and also considering various fault scenarios
that will occur in large scale networks. 

Consider the capacity planning/AC linkage
for core networks, and assume a core network is
designed to be nonblocking for a uniformly dis-
tributed traffic load. With the traffic load at the
designed capacity, if the traffic routing deviates
from a uniform distribution, then “hot spots” or
localized overloads may occur. If traffic from
multiple sources is focused on a single egress
point, that load may exceed the capacity of that

egress link. This topology/routing interaction with AC is dis-
cussed further, and becomes part of the system model entry in
Table 2. Given the scale of public network cores, the scalabili-
ty and performance of a bandwidth manager is an obvious
concern both in terms of the degree of distribution and the
latency associated with the signaling response to the user. 

Example Access Network Architecture — The TR-59 net-
work architecture [25] is introduced here (refer to Fig. 5) as a
baseline, in order to provide a more concrete context for fur-
ther discussion of classification mechanisms for potential AC
schemes in the context of an access or aggregation network. 

This is an industry standard access network architecture
through which providers may enable IP QoS based services
[26] between residential subscribers and Network Service Pro-
viders (NSPs) and Application Service Providers (ASPs). Traf-
fic from the subscriber passes through a Residential Gateway
(RG) at the customers premises and onto a DSL line where it
terminates in a Digital Subscriber Line Access Module
(DSLAM) or Remote Terminal (RT). The DSLAMs aggre-
gate traffic from multiple subscribers into an Ethernet or
ATM network. The Ethernet or ATM network aggregates the
traffic from multiple DSLAMs into a Broadband Remote

nFigure 5. Example access network architecture.
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Access Server (BRAS) that typically terminates the PPP ses-
sion from the customer, before handing off the traffic to the
appropriate service provider. Other access technologies (e.g.,
PON, DOCSIS, and Wireless) may differ in detail but typical-
ly provide similar asymmetric access bandwidth and perform a
similar aggregation function where:
• The sum of the bandwidth available on all the customer

facing interfaces typically exceeds the bandwidth avail-
able on the interfaces facing the core networks, and,

• Multiple layer 2 devices (e.g., Ethernet or ATM switches)
may aggregate the traffic before entering the IP routers. 
Access networks are also typically sensitive to the type of

consumer; with residential access rates typically lower speed
than commercial access rates, resulting in an inherent rate
adaptation requirement. Consideration of AC functionality
with respect to Fig. 5 leads to some interesting questions on
how best to apply AC functionality, since the traffic assump-
tions of access networks are typically asymmetric and the traf-
fic aggregation mechanisms often span multiple protocol
layers (e.g., Layer 2 protocols such as Ethernet or ATM as
well as Layer 3 protocols — typically IP), and include addi-
tional overheads (e.g., PPP or other tunneling protocols).
These design constraints in terms of aggregation ratios, rate
adaptation, protocol layering and protocol overheads should
be considered within the system state/capacity model of Table
2. 

Note that some services (e.g., VOIP) have notions of a ser-
vice-specific enforcement point for some admission control
functions — for example, in a so-called Session Border Con-
troller (S/BC). While AC might be applied independently at a
service layer and at a network layer in core networks, this is
more problematic in access networks because of the cost
implications of deploying additional complexity or equipment
in high volumes. Some more recent proposals (e.g., [27]) sug-
gest the integration of these S/BC functions into the access
network elements — such as the DSLAM. 

APPLYING AC IN THE WAN CONTEXT

Consider the typical assumptions for small-scale networks and
how scaling the network may impact AC schemes in these
areas:
• “Reliability is high” — With a large-scale network, the

sheer number of devices leads to the inevitability of fail-
ures. AC schemes need practical measures to ensure they
fulfill their objectives despite failures in the network, i.e.,
the AC scheme should not fail because some other net-
work element fails. Core networks typically have redun-
dant interconnection paths (because a failure here
impacts multiple users) so that the AC algorithms
become concerned with the routing options available.
Access networks are typically not redundant, so the AC
scheme must consider what to do when resources are not
available due to failures. 
Simply adding an additional functionality to the network
increases the potential for failures within the network
unless some remediation is applied. Where a logically or
physically centralized bandwidth manager is used, some
redundancy mechanism should be provided to recover
from failures in the AC mechanisms. More distributed
AC schemes may have more complex redundancy mecha-
nisms. The reliability of an AC scheme is not simply a
matter of whether it provides a decision in a timely fash-
ion, but should also consider the validity of that decision.
The frequency and impact of failures can impact the per-
ceived quality of the service. Adding additional capacity
(at some cost) may improve the reliability of the service

as perceived by the end user- because the AC is less like-
ly to reject a resource request, but the additional equip-
ment may actually degrade the overall reliability of the
network — resulting from the increased probability of
some network element being in a failed state at any given
instant because there are now more network elements.
From an earlier section, it can be seen that capacity plan-
ning and AC are linked, and the perceived reliability of
the service is one dimension that can be measured. 

• “Latency is low” — Both propagation delays and queuing
delays increase as the network scale increases. Many
closed-loop AC schemes are dependent [28] on the
round trip time of the control loop. Latency across core
networks may be dominated by propagation delays,
whereas latencies across access networks may be domi-
nated by the transmission delays and queuing delays
associated with the link speed. AC schemes that consider
service latency may need to obtain this information dif-
ferently for core and access networks. Where the AC
scheme relies on signaling, the latencies associated with
this can be a significant factor in the perception of
responsiveness by the user. The latencies assumptions for
signaling, measurement and data transfer can be consid-
ered part of the system state/capacity model in Table 2. 

• “Bandwidth is infinite” — If true, this would only elimi-
nate the congestion control objective for AC, but not the
need for administrative controls on network usage. In
many networks this is not true for at least some of the
links, and so appropriate resource management controls
are required. Common design practices typically permit
this assumption across the core, but retain finite band-
width assumptions at the edge. The interconnection of
core networks also typically has finite bandwidth con-
straints. Where AC signaling is required, there should be
an appropriate bandwidth allocation and classification
defined. By eliminating the resource management argu-
ment, this scenario focuses attention on the remaining
rationale (security) in Table 1. In the more general case
bandwidth is not infinite and some capacity management
regime is likely to be in force. 

• “The network is secure” — AC is one mechanism that can
prevent unauthorized traffic from propagating through
the network. Where LAN scale network typically main-
tain physical security by restricting access, WAN scale
networks often provide multiple access points that are
made physically accessible to other potential consumers
to enable rapid provisioning of new or additional service
capacity. This creates “administrative” security con-
straints on which access points are permitted to send
traffic to the network. Core networks are typically con-
cerned with aggregate traffic patterns, and fine-grained
security concerns may not be feasible for AC schemes
here. Access networks have some potential for finer-
grained security considerations; however, there are chal-
lenges (see e.g., [29]) in describing security constraints,
and then recognizing and acting on them in large scale
networks. In addition, WAN networks connect other
(private) networks that are administered with varying
degrees of sophistication and security awareness. A secu-
rity breach in one of these private end networks may
result in traffic that is unauthorized by that private net-
work being sent into the WAN. Administrative con-
straints enforced by the AC system may provide some
mitigation of this unauthorized traffic. A simple example
from the PSTN would be denial of long distance or
International call requests. Any AC signaling scheme
should also be resilient in the presence of attacks against
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the signaling infrastructure. While much of the literature
discusses AC from a resource management perspective,
the security rationale for AC listed in Table 1 is also an
area of concern for network designers and operators. 

• “Topology doesn’t change” — If an AC scheme is managing
resources at the scale of the whole network, then the AC
scheme should consider the impact of these topology
changes on new and existing resource commitments.
Topology changes may happen automatically due to fail-
ures triggering rerouting operations (as mentioned above),
or they may happen due to provisioning operations. The
AC scheme must track the ongoing provisioning of new
and changed resource allocations. While this occurs in
core networks, the access can be much more dynamic in
terms of the enabling or disabling service endpoints.
Topology changes need to be dynamically reflected in the
system state/capacity model of Table 1, and in some cases
may be the result of capacity planning activities

• “There is one administrator” — While a LAN environment
may have a single administrator, the Internet has no sin-
gle administration, but rather each connected network is
administered independently and may implement differ-
ent AC policies and mechanisms. Both access and core
networks have different administration than the end
user’s network. If an explicit signaling mechanism is used
in the AC scheme, then a common signaling mechanism
across multiple administrations should be advantageous
as the multiple administrations must agree on admissibil-
ity. For AC based on resource management, this requires
a common basis for parameterization of the traffic and
resources. For AC based on administrative policy, this
requires a common format for expressing that adminis-
trative policy. As an example traffic may be admitted to
one network with a particular class of network service,
but another network may not offer that class of service. 
EPAC schemes (see e.g., [14]) avoid the need to synchro-
nize the AC decision across multiple network administra-
tions by placing the administrative responsibility for AC
at the endpoints and conceptually at the application
layer, rather than in the network. 
This is captured in Table 1 as “who makes the admission
decision. “

• “Transport cost is zero” — In a WAN environment, because
of the involvement of a network operator in providing the
network infrastructure, users of that network infrastructure
are typically subject to charges in order for the network
operators to recover the costs of that infrastructure (see
e.g., [30]). AC may be required as part of that commercial
transaction. When provided by commercial operators, both
access and core networks require billing mechanisms for
the services provided. The granularity of detail may be
higher for access networks compared to core networks.
The AC scheme may generate billing events and be a point
of administrative control in the event of non-payment. The
accounting data required to support billing is typically an
admission decision effect as shown in Table 1, although
price/cost structures may also be inputs considered in the
system state/capacity model. 

• “The network is homogeneous” — Most AC schemes
require homogeneity of infrastructure components such
as signaling in order to achieve end-to-end service objec-
tive. While a core network may be able to assume a
homogeneous IP infrastructure, access networks typically
have a mix of layer 2 and layer 3 devices that complicate
the AC decision based on these mixed resources. AC
schemes are emerging (see e.g., [31]) to consider admis-
sion control issues between networks that include ele-

ments that are fixed or mobile and secure of non-secure.
AC in heterogeneous environments, and AC that is not
end-to-end, are candidates for further study. The major
impact of a heterogeneous network is in the potential
variety of factors that must be considered in the admis-
sion decision input parameters of Table 1. 

OTHER CATEGORIZATION APPROACHES

The AC decision can be also be scoped by the scale of the
decision in terms of the:
• Service mix supported
• Discard granularity
• Topology or sequence of resources affected
• Resource modeling
• Administrative policy

SERVICE DEFINITION, CONTEXT AND MIX

The AC scheme will obviously be impacted by the ranges of
services (the service mix) that it is required to support. This
service differentiation adds complexity when the services have
different dimensions (e.g., loss, delay) for service perfor-
mance. An additional aspect of AC complexity results from
the degree of elasticity that the applications using these net-
work services have.

Elastic vs. Inelastic Applications —While defining a partic-
ular service to meet the requirements of a specific application
is not trivial, it can be relatively straight forward if the appli-
cation’s QoS requirements are well specified. Many different
applications can be supported by a given network service if
the traffic characteristics of that application are comparable.
Shenker et al. [32] provides a taxonomy for applications
based on the network services required to support them,
which is reflected in Fig. 6. This figure reflects the service
model of the IETF int-serv framework. Each network service
supported adds complexity and cost to the operation of the
network infrastructure. The resource management aspects, in
particular, must recognize the different resource require-
ments of the different service types. A service design objec-
tive, therefore, should be to minimize the number of services
required, while still supporting the maximum number of
applications. 

Application Elasticity and AC — Application elasticity is the
ability of an application to operate effectively (adapt) in the
presence of network defects. Applications based on TCP
would typically be considered elastic. In packet networks,
defects (loss or delay) increase with load for all services as
shown in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b. Elasticity can be considered as
providing a constant (or acceptable) performance despite vari-
ations in the level of network defects. Figure 7c illustrates this
notion of a service providing a constant level of quality
despite variations in network performance. 

But is Fig. 7c realistic for known services? That depends
on having a service definition of acceptable quality. 

For voice services, service quality is typically measured
using Mean Opinion Scores (MOS). Standardization efforts
(e.g., from ITU-T see [33–35]) have developed the E-Model
which provides empirical formulae and data constants enabling
the prediction of MOS scores based on network parameters
including loss and delay. These models provide a mechanism
to assess the elasticity of VOIP applications in terms of loss
and delay defects (see e.g., [36]). Even with the trade-offs
described in this empirical relationship adequate voice quality



performance cannot be achieved beyond some maximum
delay or maximum loss. 

For TCP performance, similar empirically derived formu-
lae are available to describe effective TCP performance in
terms of throughput (see e.g., [37]) or latency (see e.g., [38]).
UDP does not provide intrinsic mechanisms for masking loss
or delay, so any elasticity for UDP applications must be
embedded in the application layer protocols. 

So, it seems reasonable to assume that an application may
have a region on the graph of Fig. 7c where an elastic rela-
tionship exists between loss and delay. For many applications,
that region of elasticity is bounded. Delay beyond some criti-
cal amount renders interactive communications unusable.
Loss beyond some critical amount is unable to be masked by
the application. 

Consider the interaction between these loss and delay net-
work defects and the network resources (e.g., bandwidth)
required to mask them. To achieve a constant application per-
formance in the presence of increasing errors requires increas-
ing bandwidth (Fig. 7d) to compensate for the errors — e.g.,
through retransmissions or forward error correction. For a
given application quality level there is a minimum bandwidth
required without loss, and there is a maximum loss that the
application can withstand while delivering that same quality
level. Service latency requirements may be achieved by allo-
cating peak bandwidth in the network (i.e., no network buffer-
ing) or by allocating a minimum bandwidth in the network
and effectively smoothing peak traffic demands (Fig. 7e).
There are practical constraints on the range of bandwidth,
loss and delay that real networks can accommodate. For a
given application, there is a multidimensional region of elas-
ticity relating loss, delay and network bandwidth require-
ments. For a given application quality level there is a
minimum bandwidth required (without delay impacts), and
there is a maximum delay that the application can withstand
while delivering that same quality level. 

Elastic applications can operate with the same application
performance over a range of network conditions (Fig. 7f), but
this adaptability has implications for AC. Should an AC
reserve the maximum or minimum resources required for a
service instance? If multiple instances are active in the system,
the algorithms that control their adaptation to available net-
work resources must be compatible for stable behavior. This
range of elasticity provides for a trade-off in application
robustness vs. network efficiency. If the application is elastic,
the resource requirements in the traffic or system capacity
model will either not be precise, or the AC scheme will
become more complex due to the parameterization of the

elasticity range (see e.g., [39]). I
consider this lack of precision
and other resource modeling
issues. 

Service Mixing and Interac-
tion — The service interaction
aspects can be summarized as
follows. When two service
instances (say A and B) have to
compete for the same resources,
the possible out comes are:
• A loses
• B loses
• Both lose

The specific interpretation of
“losing” may vary depending on
the service design. The loss may
be in terms of packet loss or

packet delay. Further refinements may include identifying spe-
cific portions of the service flow as candidate for the loss
function (e.g., discriminating on in-profile vs. out of profile
uses of a service). The selection of service interaction result is
part of the service definition. 

Traditional call AC mechanisms were developed for a sin-
gle service (telephony) network. AC schemes for multi-service
networks based on ATM technology and per-VC signaling
have been extensively studied in the literature and have had
some limited deployment. AC mechanisms in the context of
IP network have been studied, but have received less
widespread deployment, and there is certainly less agreement
on the notion of IP service classes beyond best effort. 

Integrated AC schemes provide a single AC algorithm that
supports multiple services over a single set of resources. Con-
sider a link AC algorithm that supports two different services
that require different amounts of system resources (e.g., link
bandwidth). If only voice sessions were in the system, a maxi-
mum of Nvoice sessions could be supported. Similarly, a maxi-
mum of Nvideo video sessions could be supported if they were
the only service in the system. The system could be configured
to support any mix of voice and video sessions that lies within
the admissible region illustrated in Fig. 8. The boundary of
the admissible region in this figure is shown as linear, but this
is only an approximation of the behavior of many real sys-
tems. If the number of sessions of each class that can be sup-
ported is large, then a continuous function may be a
reasonable approximation, but it may be better modeled as
curved rather than linear. If there are only a relatively few
sessions of any service class that can be supported, then
boundary of the admissible region may be a discrete function
(e.g., a step staircase). For multiple service classes, the bound-
ary of the admissible regions becomes a surface in a multidi-
mensional space. 

The notion of an admissible region is not new and has
been used in the literature with different link scheduling
mechanisms (see e.g., [39–41]). While the description above
implies a deterministic boundary, bounds could also be
stochastic in nature — e.g., based on blocking probabilities of
the different session types. 

In a multi-service network, there will be regions of the net-
work where different AC regimes may need to co-exist. In
these regions, the expected behavior needs be properly defined
so that AC schemes operating on different timescales or granu-
larities do not interfere with each other’s operations. An AC
scheme is designed to manage the overload situation for a par-
ticular set of resources. With multiple AC schemes operating in
parallel, care should be taken that the resources controlled are
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separated. One approach to this at the level of link bandwidth
resources is to partition the bandwidth into regions — e.g., a
session-based AC bandwidth region and a packet-based AC
bandwidth region as illustrated by Fig. 9. This partition could
be a “hard” with the overload control regime of each partition
having exclusive use of the resources within each partition, or it
could be a “soft” partition with “excess” traffic being permitted
to use bandwidth of the other partitions when the other traffic
class is not available. In terms of link schedulers, this presents a
choice between non-work conserving and work-conserving link
schedulers. A work-conserving link scheduler is only idle if
there is no packet waiting to be sent, whereas a non-work-con-
serving link scheduler may be idle even if there are packets
waiting to be sent. If the service concept permits “soft” resource
partitions, (i.e., work-conserving scheduling) then the system
behavior during those periods must be appropriately defined.
For example, excess bursts may be remarked and discarded
elsewhere in the network. 

The service mix is considered part of the admission decision
effect in Table 1 and part of the service model in Table 2. 

AC GRANULARITY

Connection AC (CAC) applies to connections (e.g., telephony
calls), but connections can apply at different protocol layers

(e.g., PPP connections or TCP sessions). AC for application
layer sessions is used [42] for load control on web servers. A
similar concept of flow-based AC [43] has been proposed for
use in the Internet. Different QoS mechanisms become feasi-
ble at different timescales. ACs may be operating at one or
more of these levels of traffic granularity. One approach is to
consider the AC granularity options based on the entities that
may be denied admission (i.e., discarded) such as:
• Packets
• Bursts
• Flows
• sessions (e.g., Calls)

The discarded data at packet or burst granularity is not
associated with any session-level semantics; indeed it may be
extracted from multiple different sessions. The flow granulari-
ty assumes that a single flow corresponds to a single session,
but this is not always so. Flow based approaches that do not
reflect session semantics suffer from similar problems to the
packet and burst scale discard except that now the application
must respond appropriately to the failure to establish a partic-
ular flow. Call or session-based schemes rely on some indica-
tion of call or session start/stop events. This could be explicit
signaling of session start/stop, or, the network could implicitly
infer this by, for example, snooping on the application level
message exchanges [10] that synchronize the start/stop of the

nFigure 7. Service elasticity and QoS dimensions.
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application end points. In order to snoop, the AC needs to
understand the specific protocols involved. For infrastructure
deployment, this would only be feasible for widely deployed
and well understood application layer protocols. 

In the context of the access architecture, different discard
granularities may be appropriate for different service con-
cepts. The TR-59 NSP PPP session is essentially a permanent
connection from subscription time. While packet and burst
admission mechanisms can be applied, these are fairly coarse
mechanisms. A diffserv-based approach provides for packet or
burst granularity AC discard mechanisms that can be applied
at the BRAS and RG. Network services that benefit from a
flow or session based AC granularity are candidates for fur-
ther study. 

The granularity of the AC scheme is considered an aspect
of the admission decision effect in Table 1. 

TOPOLOGICAL SCOPE OF AC DECISIONS

The scope of an admission decision can be classified on a
basis of topological scale. Admission decisions may be made
with respect to:
• A particular point within a single administrative system

(e.g., a link)
• An entire administrative system
• Multiple instances of the same type of administrative sys-

tems (e.g., multiple networks)
• Multiple types of systems (e.g., hosts and networks)

When considering partitioning of AC by topological scope,
consideration should be given to the mechanism for partition-
ing and re-assembling the decision into subcomponents where
operational simplicity may be traded for computational accu-
racy [44]. This can be complicated by the need to consider the
effect of additional options created by the existence of multi-
ple routes. For this reason, some signaling and routing proto-
cols support AC (e.g., GCAC in ATM’s PNNI protocol,
RSVP in IP networks). 

Nodes typically provide AC for internal resources of the
node and the egress link. Consider the DSL Access network
of Fig. 5. At the link level, the AC problem changes as you
move across the network. The link characteristics change from
relatively low asymmetric bandwidths at the access line to
symmetric higher bandwidths at the BRAS interface. The traf-
fic characteristics remain asymmetric. The service mix that the
AC must support also changes from a single (Customer
Premises Network) user at the DSL line to an aggregate at
the BRAS interface. Statistical approaches that work with

large numbers of flows may not be valid when the number of
flows is small. 

Network Admission Control (NAC) algorithms are sensi-
tive to the underlying topology (network size, node degree,
network structure e.g., hierarchy), the traffic matrix used,
routing model and network resilience requirements. 

Menth et al. [45, 46] identified and studied (in an Internet
backbone context) four approaches to NAC based on:
• Link Budgets (link by link — similar to ATM AC)
• Ingress Budgets & Egress Budgets
• Border to Border Budgets (based on virtual tunnels)
• Ingress Link Budget and Egress Link Budget

The architectural framework of Fig. 5 identifies several
networks that could be used to topologically scope an AC
decision. A TR-59 related AC decision could be restricted to
be within the networks or sub-components (e.g., Links) of the
Customer Premises Network, Access Network, Regional
Broadband Network, NSP Network, or ASP Network. These
networks are not simply different administrative entities, but,
in some cases, different types of systems. A home network
and an ASP contain end-systems (hosts) participating in the
session, while the other networks do not. At this time, AC
mechanisms are not prevalent in any of these networks, and it
is unlikely that all parties could move simultaneously to adopt
a single AC scheme. If an AC scheme is desired, some sort of
phased introduction seems more practical. A simple approach
may be to assume that the access network is the only relevant
bottleneck in the overall service design, and start there, post-
poning the problem of aggregating an end-end admission
decision for a service. In order to justify deployment of any
new service, it must provide significant value for its customers.
The initial rollout to the access network alone must provide
sufficient service value to justify deployment of the AC fea-
ture. 

The topology considerations are considered as part of the
topological scope in Table 1 as well as part of the system
state/capacity model in Table 2. 

RESOURCE MODELING ISSUES AND AC

If the models of system capacity or traffic description lack
precision and accuracy, this will limit the effectiveness and
efficiency of an AC scheme based on these inputs. 

Consider an application that can adapt with equal quality
results over a bandwidth range of 10 percent of its nominal
requirements, and an AC scheme based on equivalent band-
width decision criteria. If we assume network resources are
reserved based on more than the minimum resources required,
this provides a margin for transient network defects (e.g., loss
events). If there are a large number of service instances, the

nFigure 9. Partitioning link bandwidth between AC schemes. 
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cumulative network resources allocated to application resilien-
cy can significantly reduce network efficiency. 

For every 10 instances of a service accepted with a 10 per-
cent margin, another service instance could have been accept-
ed if they all operated with no such margin. 

The following subsections provide some additional discus-
sion of some of the potential approaches to resource model-
ing and help illustrate why there may be limits to the precision
and accuracy of the models that an AC scheme can be based
on. 

Models of System Capacity — Models of system capacity
typically assume a fixed capacity for the system e.g., a fixes
bandwidth for a link, although there has been some theoreti-
cal work on variable capacity systems. Link-level AC has been
studied at length within the theory of queuing and scheduling
systems. Typical approaches rely on converting source traffic
descriptions (whether inferred through measurements or
explicitly supplied via signaling) into some sort of “equivalent
bandwidth” (see e.g., [47]). The notion of equivalent band-
width is useful as a common denominator to rationalize dif-
ferent service classes or QoS grades into a single dimension
for the AC decision. 

Given a specific capacity constraint, there may be many
solutions involving different mixes of traffic. Multidimensional
capacity models become very complex and difficult to solve.
Blocking probabilities and link capacity calculations in tradi-
tional telephony are typically modeled through to a coupled
set of nonlinear equations. The Erlang Fixed-Point equation
provides such a model (see [48]). Fixed point and behavioral
network models (e.g., [49]) may also be used in some packet
network contexts if the network is in a steady state and the
properties can be assumed independent between network
links. 

One of the major service classes of interest, however, is
that of real-time traffic. In this service class, the primary sys-
tem requirement is for a delay bound rather than a bandwidth
bound. Given information on available buffer space, and
other network constraints, and traffic burstiness, it is possible
to convert a delay bound into a bandwidth bound. 

Aggregating results to larger scale systems in a scalable
way is more problematic. For a bandwidth bound, the network
scale admission problem is one of assuring sufficient band-
width at each link along the path. For a delay-bounded ser-
vice, the aggregate end-to-end delay is of interest. The most
common approach is to pin traffic to a particular route and
then accumulate the link level results in order to achieve a
network level aggregate result. A typical approach is to calcu-
late the worst-case delay at each node and then aggregate

these metrics across the network. Such approaches are
extremely conservative (see e.g., [44, 50]) resulting in low net-
work utilizations. 

End-point admission schemes (e.g., [14]) treat the network
as a “black box” and measure its performance before making
a decision. Most of these schemes attempt to model the net-
work by a measurement of the bandwidth of the bottleneck
link along the path of a particular connection. Such measure-
ment systems are sensitive to assumptions about session dura-
tions and inherently involve assumptions regarding the
statistical characterization of the traffic flows in the network.
While such assumptions may be valid in the context of the
applications and services a single user’s customer premise net-
work utilizes, they may not be valid when considering the
aggregate of all network services supported by the access net-
work. Sustained flows with variable intensity sharing the same
queues would appear to be problematic for such endpoint
admission regimes as the actual network congestion state may
change after the measurement was made. 

Models for Traffic Descriptions — Traffic descriptions can
be applied to single sources or aggregates [51] of traffic. Ana-
lytic models of traffic sources include such things as rate limit-
ed sources, or leaky bucket limited sources. These models
have the advantage of simplicity and analytic tractability; how-
ever, they are typically very poor representations of actual
traffic demands. Usually the source model provides one or
more measures of bandwidth (e.g., peak bandwidth, average
bandwidth etc.). These source model parameters may be used
directly, or to derive implied estimators for the AC calcula-
tions (see e.g., [52]). Figure 10a illustrates the discrepancy
between a typical actual data arrival pattern and an analytic
traffic model based on piecewise linear rate limits (e.g., a
leaky bucket). 

Statistical models of traffic sources are also used (see e.g.,
[53]), typically based on well-understood random variable dis-
tributions e.g., Poisson distributed arrivals for human trig-
gered voice calls. While statistical models of traffic tend to be
more representative of real traffic, they are less tractable. The
results of admission calculations with statistical parameters
are also probabilistic. 

The problem of measuring real traffic sources and describ-
ing their behavior in a limited set of parameters has proved
very difficult. Figure 10b illustrates this effect by showing the
comparison between an instantaneous transmission rate, a
maximum transmission rate (e.g., a line rate) and average
transmission rates calculated over various time periods. Sim-
ple analytic source models can identify worst-case limits, but
these tend to be so extreme as to be uneconomic in commer-

nFigure 10. Source traffic models.
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cial networks. More complex statistical models have been
studied for particular types of data sources. For example,
Seeling et al. [54] provides an overview of the complexity
involved in modeling video traffic. 

Markov models have traditionally been used for well-char-
acterized traffic streams e.g., voice telephony. Statistical char-
acterization of actual internet traffic has proved more difficult.
Several authors have reported that actual internet traffic flows
exhibit Self similarity (see e.g., [55]) or Long Range Depen-
dency — the tendency for traffic to have infinite variance and
heavy tailed distributions. Consensus on the reasons for self-
similarity in traffic patterns appears not yet to have been
reached, although some identify a linkage for http traffic to
self-similarity in the distribution of file sizes accessible via http
and Long Range Dependence effects in user think time. 

Specific protocols have end-end control schemes that are
complex to characterize with simple statistical distributions.
TCP has been analyzed and models are available for the end-
end performance of a session, but not a statistical distribution
of a TCP source. Statistically characterized source models are
assumed to be independent of network state, but TCP behav-
ior is coupled to the network state through its measurement
of network congestion. UDP traffic however does not have
such a built in control mechanism, although there may be sim-
ilar functionality at a higher layer. The existence of long-range
dependence or end-end control protocols in flows impacts our
ability to describe the statistics of the aggregate traffic from
particular users. 

ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY ASPECTS OF AC

Another approach to categorization of AC decision schemes
is to consider administrative policy. Perhaps the stereotypical
example of this approach is based on security considerations
(e.g., [28, 56]). In this paradigm, the AC function is resolving
a question of whether this instance of access to the network
service is authorized. 

Another aspect of administrative policy may reflect notions
of priority or survivability (e.g., [57]) in the traffic. This is par-
ticularly relevant when pre-emption of existing admitted flows
is permissible. In a typical scenario, the AC scheme must
respond to a decrease in available resources (e.g., due to some
sort network failure) by deciding which sessions may be per-
mitted to continue. 

CONCLUSIONS

The existing ontology related to AC from the literature was
reviewed earlier. The value proposition of AC features within
the network was described in general terms previously along
with some discussion of specific industry based IP network
architectures in which AC is under consideration. The linkage
between AC (for resource management) and capacity plan-
ning is also illustrated, providing support for AC as a mecha-
nism to avoid the effects of transient demand overloads. I
provided some consideration of other aspects of the AC deci-
sion, including the service mix, granularity, topological consid-
erations, and resource management. 

Table 1 is intended to summarize the framework of the
discussion on the dimensions for consideration in evaluation
of AC schemes from the previous sections. This table provides
a summary of different perspectives from which to compare
features of AC schemes — it provides some answers to the
“Who? What? Where? When? Why?” questions that help
position the relevance of an AC scheme to its network con-
text. While AC is well established for circuit based network

technologies, it is not currently widely deployed in IP net-
works. As those networks mature to multi-service infrastruc-
tures, AC is expected to have a role to play, but that role is
not yet fully defined. Most of the existing AC research has
been focused on AC algorithms for resource management
rather than other objectives of the AC function (e.g., securi-
ty/application integrity). If the network does not support AC
functions, then the application layer may need to develop
them as required. AC functions at the application layer to
resolve service interactions require further study. 

Table 2 provides some initial insight into how various AC
schemes operate. Aspects such as service models, decision
parameters, mechanisms such as signaling and the perfor-
mance of the AC scheme are considered. The purpose here
has not been to provide a treatise on resource management,
but rather to provide a tutorial introduction to the breadth of
issues related to AC. As IP networks evolve beyond “best
effort” services into a QoS-enabled, multi-service infra-
structure, the rationale for AC also increases with new ser-
vices that can benefit from AC being developed and the
existing services that already rely on AC (e.g., telephony)
needing to interwork in some way, with the multi-service IP
infrastructure. From this perspective, resource management
may be one rationale for admission control functions, but it is
by no means the only purpose for the function, and research
in various aspects of admission control is expected to contin-
ue.  
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